Lean on Me!

With singing/music: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdIPVBvkr-s

Karaoke version, music, no singing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juBHK0RRG2Y

When you take the video – please have the background music quiet! It will make it easier when we piece the video together. If anyone wants to play this on guitar – that’d be awesome!

Sometimes in our lives we all have pain
We all have sorrow
But if we are wise
We know that there's always tomorrow

Lean on me, when you're not strong
And I'll be your friend
I'll help you carry on
For it won't be long
'Til I'm gonna need
Somebody to lean on

Please swallow your pride
If I have things you need to borrow
For no one can fill those of your needs
That you won't let show

You just call on me brother, when you need a hand
We all need somebody to lean on
I just might have a problem that you'll understand
We all need somebody to lean on

Lean on me, when you're not strong
And I'll be your friend
I'll help you carry on
For it won't be long
'Til I'm gonna need
Somebody to lean on

You just call on me brother, when you need a hand
We all need somebody to lean on
I just might have a problem that you'll understand
We all need somebody to lean on

If there is a load you have to bear
That you can't carry
I'm right up the road
I'll share your load

If you just call me (call me)
If you need a friend (call me) call me uh huh(call me) if you need a friend (call me)
If you ever need a friend (call me)
Call me (call me) call me (call me) call me
(Call me) call me (call me) if you need a friend
(Call me) call me (call me) call me (call me) call me (call me) call me (call me) call me (call me)
Pie! (circle song in Spanish)

Video: https://youtu.be/GmgVTvIMZxE

Spanish Words

Cabeza (head)
Hombros (shoulder)
Coditos (elbow)
Cintura (waist)
Rodillas (knees)
Pie (feet)
Bailar (dance)

Each word is said 4 times.

Ice Cream and Cake!

Film yourself dancing to Ice Cream and Cake! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIbUPjtz9Kw

During the partner spot, you can do something by yourself, collaborate with other TPT friends, with the people you live with.... Etc. Have some fun and BE CREATIVE!

Eenie Meenie

Same as Ice Cream and Cake – record yourself doing a portion of the dance!

Here is the song for reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvXn0tB2P4k

Here is a video as a reminder of the moves! https://youtu.be/mYxqRoDXvOY